Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Marketing communication involves the sharing of meaning, information and concepts from the source and the receiver about the products and services through the devices of promotion through advertising, publicity, salesmanship and sales promotion (Rohini, 2018) .
According to Přikrylová & Jahodová (2010) there is a several objectives of marketing communications: provide information, create and stimulate demand, different your product or service, emphasize the benefit and value of the product, build and grow a brand or strengthen corporate image.
With the rise of internet communications and mostly social networks, there is growing demand for regular and immediate awareness of the fans. They are usually looking information on the event's website and Facebook page.
Biathlon in the Czech Republic experienced a huge boom mainly thanks to the performance of Czech representatives like Gabriela Koukalová (born Soukalová), Ondřej Moravec, Michal Šlesingr or Veronika Vítková (Hančl, 2017) . World Cup races in the year 2016 visited 123,500 fans in four days (Líbal & Mikeš, 2016) .
And a similar visit was also expected in December 2018. Especially this enormous interest of fans has prompted the need for quality communication through web sites and social networks. The entire communication strategy on the web, Facebook and Instagram was created to activate biathlon fans before the start of World Cup competitions in Nové Město na Moravě and provide them information about important aspects related to the arrival and the actual stay in Vysočina Arena.
The whole communication concept was created through the Double Diamond framework. (Figure 1 ) is a framework of managing divergent and convergent thought models to create a flow between research, development and design techniques and is also used to create communication strategies (Nessler, 2018; Stubbs, 2018) . (Nessler, 2018) As can be seen in the figure, the framework consists of four phases:
METHODS

Double diamond
Research Phase (Discover) is the first step of the whole process and is based on a written brief describing the starting situation, description of goals, costs, tools, timing and responsible persons. Another part of this phase is also research -marketing mix, definition of our customer or clients, position on the marketing, our competitors etc. The following research methods were also used for this phase: desk research -evaluation the web data from Google Analytics and statistics from Facebook page and Instagram page and also evaluation competitor's qualitative data (the quality of web site, amount of Facebook status and Instagram pages, used tools), and traffic analysis. The second is Synthesis Phase (Define) and starts with definition of personas (personas are archetypical users whose goals and characteristics represent the needs of a larger group of users) (Babich, 2017) . For definition of personas were used brainstorming and brainwriting. In case of misunderstanding, the Dot voting was used for clear solution. Dot voting is marketing method that is used when the team needs to choose one option from multiple options (Zbiejczuk Suchá, 2018) . The next step of this phase was definition Customer journey map. Customer journey map describes the customer's experience on every single communication channel we used (Boag, 2018) . Important part of customer journey is also an empathy map (Figure 2 ). An empathy map is a collaborative tool teams can use to gain a deeper insight into their customers. Much like a user persona, an empathy map can represent a group of users, such as a customer segment (Bland, 2016) . The last step of Synthesis Phase was to define How might we questions. These questions define the specific opportunities and tasks we are trying to solve in next phase of this framework (Libdesign, 2018) . (Bland, 2016) After defining How might we questions, we approach Ideation Phase (Develop). This creative phase is primarily about finding answers to HMW questions. A few rounds of brainstorming and brainwriting were used like a research method. Process for generating creative ideas and solutions through intensive and freewheeling group discussion. Every participant is encouraged to think aloud and suggest as many ideas as possible, no matter seemingly how outlandish or bizarre. Analysis, discussion, or criticism of the aired ideas is allowed only when the brainstorming session is over and evaluation session begins (BusinessDictionary, 2019) . Brainwriting is a technique similar to brainstorming, but the general process is that all ideas are recorded by the individual who thought of them. They are then passed on to the next person who uses them as a trigger for their own ideas (Mycoted, 2019) . The decisions and the final draft of communication strategy was created through Dot voting.
Fig. 2: Empathy Map
The last phase of Double Diamond is called Implementation Phase (Deliver). This phase is about concretizing individual elements of every strategy we have chosen to create. It contains several rounds of suggestions, testing and approving posts, graphics, voting, etc. All suggestions were then put into a detailed editorial plan and applied to individual communication channels.
RESULTS
The assignment of the entire project was to create a communication strategy from November 1 st to December 24 th for Biathlon NMNM, its website (www.biathlonnmnm.cz) and social medias Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/biathlonnmnm/) and Instagram (https://www.instagram. com/biathlonnmnm.cz/).
The main goal was to activate fans on social networks and to provide enough information through the website. Partial goals for social networks were defined:
• Increase the average organic reach to a post on the Facebook from current 630 users to the least 5,000 users.
• Increase the average response to a post on the Facebook from current 10 to the least 300.
• Increase the followers on the Instagram page from 800 to the least 2,000 followers.
• Gain the organic responses to a post on the Instagram to the least 200.
According to several brainstorming a brainwriting activities (Figure 3) , the whole strategy was created for these personas: We also excluded two personas from the process, due to low social activity on social network, because that we had to focus on the goal of the entire strategy. But these personas could be included in other marketing activities.
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Fig. 3: Creating personas
After personas definition, the customer journey was created. The entire customer journey (Table 1) is tailored to the needs of the project -the goals and especially the personas. The next step was to define "How might we questions" (HMW). After several rounds of brainwriting, 20 possible creative ideas were created. With the help of Dot voting, they were determined HMW questions: 1. How might we use social media tools to get the great fans interaction on social media? 2. How might we increase engagement on social media with the help of Czech representation? 3. How might we give our fans enough information?
After defining HMW questions, the creative process followed. Each question was devised with several ideas (Figure 4) . After the end of the World Cup in the biathlon in Nové Město na Moravě, the evaluation of the selected strategies followed. According to data from Facebook and Instagram, the chosen strategies were successful:
Partial goal 1: Increase the average organic reach to a post on the Facebook from current 630 users to the least 5,000 users -according to data from Facebook (Figure 9 ), we increased the average organic reach to more than 15,000 users. (Figure 11 ), we increased the number of followers from 800 to more than 2,200 (data from January 2nd). On January 13th, the profile has a total of 2,510 followers. 
